Stream, charge and wake up to a multi-sensory experience with room-filling JBL stereo sound and ambient light.

The JBL Horizon clock radio offers room-filling JBL stereo sound with wireless Bluetooth® streaming, dual fast charge USB ports, crisp LCD display and ambient light. It features two alarms, with a choice of original digital alarm tones, up to five radio presets and a battery backup to make sure you always wake up on time. Its compact design is suitable for placement almost anywhere.

**Features**
- Multi-sensory alarm clock with LED ambient light
- Room-filling JBL stereo sound
- Bluetooth® streaming
- USB charging
- Compact, attractive design
JBL HORIZON
Bluetooth® clock radio with USB charging and ambient light

What's in the box:
1 x JBL Horizon
1 x Power adapter (13V 2.2A) with exchangeable plugs
1 x FM antenna
1 x Quick-start Guide
1 x Safety sheet

Technical specifications
Frequency response: 70Hz – 20KHz
Rated power: 2 x 5W
Dimension (H x W x D): 160 x 183 x 86 (mm)
Weight: 890 g

Multi-sensory alarm clock with LED ambient light
- Dual independent alarms for you and your partner
- Choice of FM radio, original digital alarm tones, music streamed from a Bluetooth® device or traditional buzzer
- LED ambient light helps to wake you up gently
- LCD display automatically adjusts brightness to suit room lighting

Room-filling JBL stereo sound
- Rich, room-filling JBL stereo sound from a compact device
- Enjoy JBL sound whether using it as an alarm clock or as a Bluetooth® speaker

Bluetooth® streaming
- Stream your music wirelessly via Bluetooth®
- Compatible with all smart devices

USB charging
- Two USB ports provide fast charging for up to two devices

Compact, attractive design
- Rounded lines and compact form complements any décor
- Soft, rubberized finish is inviting to touch
- Available in black or white